April 6-10

This Weeks Unit
Start discussion about
Life Cycle of
ladybugs, butterflies’
frogs and chicks
Hands on planting
Continue review
colors, shapes, letters
and numbers,

Park Shore Country Day School
Miss Robyn’s Classroom
Here are some of the fun activities
going on this week!

Read Aloud: Alpha Tales – worm wagon, Wemberly Worried, The water
Princess, Where the Wild Things Are, Eric Carle books, weekly reader, spring
stories, Whales, Worms, What time is it? Barn Yard, The seed, Thinking
about weather
Vocabulary/Sight Words: Phonetic awareness, life cycles, egg, caterpillar,
cocoon, butterfly. Larva, pupa
Language Arts:
Letter Ww, penmanship, phonetic awareness, activity
sheets, lets draw the letter w, letter sounds games

Math: sorting, shapes, ten frames, number identifying, graphing, patterns,
comparing, more or less, counting, sequencing, addition, estimation which
one does not belong, what comes next/first, clock hands, telling time on the
hour, before/after, number 0-20 review
Social skills: communication for needs, getting Homework out of backpacks,
communication for needs, unpacking bags, independently, kindergarten
readiness skills, prior knowledge, print awareness.
Author of the Month: introduce the new author Eric Carle
Science/Social Studies: life cycles, whales, earth day, how do bugs travel,
nature walks, weather and climates, learn about directions (north, west, east,
south), growing plants in a terrarium, continue to watch the roots on our
pineapple experiment.
Gross Motor: frogger bean bag, frog hops, march like animals, garbage
munch field game, the ants go marching game

Special Happenings
In like a lion out like a lamb.
Ask your child what kind of
day it is.
Or April Flowers bring may
showers.

parent Info:
Welcome back! I hope you enjoyed your time with your family
and friends.
We will be going to the playground as the weather is nicer.
Please dress your child with proper clothing and sneakers.

Activities related to Literature or Theme
Classroom bulletin boards
Labeling parts of ladybug
Whales
Weather wheels
Writing assignments

